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“We all need different clothes at different times, 
depending on the weather and what we are doing. 
What do you wear when you go to a party?
What clothes do you need for sports? 

Which clothes do you like best? Why?”

•  Use Teacher Talk to stimulate discussion of topic.

•  Develop research skills based on this topic.

•  Use Table of Contents to locate specific information.

•  Refer to Glossary to clarify basic concepts.

•  Study compound words:  lifejacket  firefighters

•  Understand use of commas to develop phrasing and fluency.

•  Notice soft  sound:  –c ice  dance  police

•  Focus on use of adjectives to add meaning to text.

•  Understand use of apostrophe to show possession:  team's

•  Promote drama, writing or art as follow-up activities.

•   Find learning resources to extend and reinforce the literacy 

strategies in this title @ redrocketreaders.com
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All  over  the  world,  people  wear
different  kinds  of  clothes.
Their  clothes  are  not  the  same
at  night  as  in  daytime.
At  night,  they  wear  loose  clothes  
for  sleeping.
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In  daytime,  people  need  clothes  that
are  right  for  what  they  are  doing.
They  need  different  clothes  in  all  
kinds  of  weather.
When  it  rains,  people  need  special  
clothes  to  keep  them  dry.
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